I Introduction
Reproduction and mutation are two sides of one coin. Mutation is not just brought about by external causes. It results from the inevitable nature of self-reproduction. Self-reproduction at the same time induces mutation, which we call active mutation.
To pursue this idea, we have studied self-reproduction dynamics with description.
To replicate a complex active entity such as a living cell, establishing a description is prerequisite. For example, living systems have elaborated their own description, DNA. However description is not always easy to obtain. Some sort of "observation" process is needed to make a description. But some objects are easily destroyed by observation itself. Difficulty of making a description is not only attributed to the object itself. How we observe objects determines which of them can or cannot be allowed to have description.
can be possible with a universal constructing machine appended with a description and a copier machine. A universal constructing machine copies itself and a copier by reading the description. The copier just copies the description without translation.
On the other hand, Chris Langton discusses the idea that naturally occurring selfreproduction may not use a universal constructor nor a description [15] . To In this article, we will study the evolution of machines and description tapes influenced by random external noise [1, 2, 16] . While a machine reads a tape, both probabilistic and deterministic mutations are assumed to occur. The probabilistic mutation is caused by external noise and is called a passive mutation. On the other hand, the deterministic mutation is caused by machine action and is named active mutation.
In a low-external-noise regime, a perfect replicating network composed of one or two machine(s) is evolved. In a high-noise regime, a complex autocatalytic network sustaining deterministic mutation evolves. Self-replication not as an individual but as a network now becomes important. In other autocatalytic models [4, 5] 4 . Effect of external noise: Out of cN new tapes, a number of tapes as well as machines are erroneously generated by external noise. It is assumed that the rate of mutation depends on the reading frame. Namely, the rate of mutation replication by external noise is given by
where the symbol L is the length of reading frame. We use the Monte Carlo method to get the mutant objects. At most scN mutant populations are generated by randomly flipping the bit within a reading frame. As a result, the reaction terms in Equations (5) and (6) Figure 2b . Lower active mutation means that the network has more precise local replication; each tape is self-replicated without mutation. But higher active mutation suggests that many reactions produce different tapes from the original ones. Namely, the degree of unsuccessful replication is reflected in the amplitude of active mutation rate. However, several tapes show successful replication with nonzero active mutation rate.
The initial self-replicating loop shows a zero active mutation rate, as depicted in Figure 2a . Intermittent bursts of an active mutation rate are caused by the actions of a parasite machine MJ222. 4 Emergence of Core Network
In the region of middle external noise (¡j,P > 0.05), a stable structure seems to evolve.
Unstable oscillation in population amplitude as seen in Figure 2b is spontaneously stabilized around Generation 600 in Figure 3 Evolution from this self-replicating loop to complex ones is depicted in Figure 7 , where we express it by actual machine-tape reaction graphs. In Figure 7a, Finally, a system acquires a stable structure, which is retained after turning off external noise. A finally established structure is composed of many autocatalytic loops. Figure 8 shows an example of a core network that is obtained after the evolution shown in Figure 7 . [13, 14] [3, 19] . How to improve coding cannot be determined locally but should be done in a network context. Alternation of coding driven by external noise has also been reported by Hogeweg and Hesper [11] . In their systems, a multicoding system is developed in the high noise regime.
In the light of evolution in formal systems theory, Fontana's Alchemy [6, 7, 8] 
